STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Thursday 2nd June, 2016

Fresh back from a very successful trip to Bulgaria the Study Group Tomiki Aikido assembled
once more in Antwerp. For our first session there was a small group, as school studies at
this time of the year are prevalent with many students.

After warming up and some static basics we ran through the eight Sotai Dosa, today the
emphasis was on the footwork and consequential posture. Elements of Irimi and Hiraki were
practised in order to improve the application of these very important movements.

From this wrist gripped environment we studied elements of Oshitaoshi, Kotehineri and
Kotegaeshi when applied to Kihon no Kata.

Some important points to remember:
Elbow below elbow and on one vertical line for Oshitaoshi and Kotehineri.
Don’t pull the arm, keep the arm!
Thumb in the palm, fingers Juntedori for Kotehineri.
Don’t force the movements locally; whole body movements are better.
Use the footwork from the “Mud-Walking” exercises; No bracing or leaning on Uke.

To close this session, “Just do it”. Using what we learned and applying it freely from a
Shomenate attack, for example. For Randori there is no time to think too much, the body
muscle memory has to react with spontaneity. Through repetitive technical training we
achieve creative movement.

From this “Free-Play” practice occasionally Uke would try to stop the Kotegaeshi action by
changing their Tegatana (open hand) to a closed fist. By Tori holding the fist and continuing
with a “Hineri” action then swiftly reverting to the “Gaeshi” action Uke`s wrist joint
mysteriously frees and Kotegaeshi can be reapplied successfully this time. This “wobble”
somehow removes all tension from the joint . . . Magic! 

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Friday 3rd June, 2016
This Friday afternoon Michael Thraves from Spain joined the session.
We warmed after some solo stretching we practiced pair squatting exercise. Whilst facing
each other and connecting by one holding the others index finger, both partners lower their
bodies, each being encouraged to “pull”. The secret is not to over commit whilst pulling and
lowering. This is very stimulating in terms of balance and tiring on the leg muscles.

For the main part of the session we worked on Kihon no Kata and elements relating to our
studies in movement, balance and posture.

In the evening Ria, Marlene, Ronnie and Wouter joined the session.
It was a very difficult session with the theme:
1. SOLO - STATIC
2. SOLO - DYNAMIC
3. PAIR - COMPLETE
1

As a group we practised basic solo exercises, sweeps and turns with a high degree
of correction in the hands, legs and body movements.

2

Using the sweeps and turns with footwork, Tsugi Ashi, Irimi and Hiraki.

3

Working in pairs with interactive movements one partner initiating the other steering
the arm away.

For each mode of practise there is a slight adaption to accommodate the differences.

SOME IMAGERY
For Inside Sweep the rotation or circling of the arm must be in a vertical plain so that the
“Target” is reached.
For Outside Sweep the rotation or circling of the arm must be in a horizontal plain so that the
“Target” is reached.
For Major or Big Circle the rotation or circling of the arm starts with a movement towards the
direction slightly above the opposite shoulder rising up through the centre line and coming
down to meet the target.
For Inside Turn and Outside Turn the body rotates in the opposite direction to the arm
rotation. The arm is spirally rotating within an imaginary cylinder. The centre of the spiral is
the knuckle of the index finger the circumference of the spiral is drawn by the little finger.
In all cases the knees must be stable and not rocking inwardly or outwardly. The movement
in the hip area is by opening and closing the joint in each case. When the rear hip joint is
rotated inwardly the front hip joint “closes”, conversely when the rear hip joint rotates
outwardly the front hip joint “opens”. The effect on the torso with these movements is always
positive and not neutral.
In the case of techniques Oshitaoshi and Kotehineri the two connected arms form an “S”
shape where the lobes interchange as the movement is completed.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Saturday 4th June, 2016
Today we ran an early afternoon session and a late afternoon session with Gitte participating
with us.
During the first session we worked on the first two sections of Koryu Dai Yon and with
sufficient rudimentary knowledge to be able to understand the third and final section.
Next we studied twists and turns (Hineri and Gaeshi).
We began with the twists there are four of them
starting with Aigamae Juntedori Kotehineri
(Regular posture regular grip wrist twist).
Next
Gyakugamae
Juntedori
Kotehineri
(Reverse posture regular grip wrist twist).
The third technique of this sequence is
Aigamae Gyakutedori Kotehineri (Regular
posture reverse grip wrist twist) and the final is
Gyakugamae Gyakutedori Kotehineri (Reverse
posture reverse grip wrist twist).

To close the session we practised the four twists is a “free” way and from a Shomen attack.
For the second session we continued with our studies with twists and turns, moving on to the
four turns.

The first in the set is Gyakugamae
Gyakutedori Kotegaeshi (Reverse posture
reverse grip wrist turn).
Next is Aigamae Gyakutedori Kotegaeshi
(Regular posture reverse grip wrist turn).
The third movement in the sequence is
Gyakugamae Juntedori Kotegaeshi (Reverse
posture regular grip wrist turn).
The final movement is Aigamae Juntedori
Kotegaeshi (Regular posture regular grip
wrist turn).

These eight movements form the basis of the Basic 15 sequence of moves. We found it a
natural progression to study the entire Basic 15. This was studied as an attack and defence
method (Kakarigeiko) and not as Kata. There are three sections, first attack techniques,
second elbow techniques and finally wrist techniques.

BASIC 15 SEQUENCE
1)

Shomen Ate (Front Attack)

2)

Gyakugamae Ate (Reverse Attack)

3)

Aigamae Ate (Regular Attack)

4)

Oshitaoshi (Push Down)

5)

Hikitaoshi (Pull Down)

6)

Ude Gaeshi (Arm Turn)

7)

Ude Hineri / Garami (Entangled Arm)

8)

Kote Hineri (Regular Wrist Twist)

9)

Tenkai Kote Hineri (Rotating Reverse Wrist Twist)

10) Aigamae Kote Mawashi (Regular Reversed-Grip Wrist Twist)
11) Gyakugamae Kote Mawashi (Reverse Reversed-Grip Wrist Twist)
12) Gyakugamae Kote Gaeshi (Reverse Wrist Turn)
13) Aigamae Kote Gaeshi (Regular Wrist Turn)
14) Aigamae Tenkai Kotegaeshi (Rotating Regular Wrist Turn)
15) Gyakugamae Tenkai Kotegaeshi (Rotating Reverse Wrist Turn)

In some respects the Basic 15 is more logical than the current Basic 17. Early video footage
can be viewed on Vimeo at the following location:
https://vimeo.com/116411710

A COMMENT FROM EDDY WOLPUT
Pioneer of Tomiki Aikido Jack Mumpower trained with Kenji Tomiki, Hideo Ohba and Senta
Yamada in Japan four nights a week for more than two years while serving in the United
States Air Force. Upon returning home in 1959, he opened the first Tomiki Aikido dojo in the
United States in Charlotte, NC. Basic 15 is a part of Tomiki's early training system.
During his time in Japan, Koryu no kata was not yet formalized, but all the techniques were
already practiced. Mumpower made a videotape with Koryu no kata Dai 1 & 2. On this tape
there are many other "Waza" and also "old style" free play with and without weapons.

NOTES
Juntedori - Fingers towards the heart. Fingers on partners hand in the opposite
direction. Fingers the same as portrayed in a hand-shake.
Gyakutedori - The opposite way to Juntedori, all the fingers in the same direction.
Twist (Hineri) - The effect of twisting the wrist induces a forward imbalance in the
body.
Turn (Kaeshi or Gaeshi) - The effect of turning the wrist induces a rear imbalance in
the body.

To close the session we freely practised the four twists and four turns, randomly flowing one
into the other in a light Toshu Randori method.

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO – Sunday 5th June, 2016

There were eight of us attending the Sunday morning session with Chris, Tom and Dirk
joining us.
We started with solo training drills. We began first with Ayumi Ashi then Tsugi Ashi training,
moving forwards and then backwards across the mat. The study in each case is to keep the
centre of gravity line always between the feet. The torso is facing forwards the hips adjust to
face the direction of travel. We then incorporated arm movements to the foot movements.
First we started from a frontal attack, next from an Inside Sweep attack, then Outside Sweep
attack and the finally a Major or Big Circle (O Mawashi) action. The whole-body movements
in these exercises proved to be quite aerobic and body warming.
From this we continued with a revision of the Basic 15.
To establish the correct starting distance for this training we stood facing a partner with both
arms outstretched and a shoulder-width apart, adjust the distance so that you are touching
the fingers of your partner, then step back into the same posture. You are at a distance
whereby the attacker has to make a step in order to reach the target. In this case the target
was the face or upper body.
So now the stage is set for the tragedy! 
Tragedy (from the Greek: τραγῳδία, tragōidia) is a form of
drama based on human suffering that invokes an
accompanying catharsis, cleansing, purging or pleasure in
audiences.

MORE STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO SESSIONS . . .
02-04Sep2016.Margate with Adrian Tyndale
09-11Sep2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput
5th ETAN Open European Club Championship
17-18Sep2016 Almussafes with Eddy Wolput
07-09Oct2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput
11-13Nov2016 Almussafes with Eddy Wolput
09-11Dec2016 Antwerp with Eddy Wolput

STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Tradition and Knowledge
Chief Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Eddy Wolput
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Frits van Gulick
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan
Yoshiomi Inoue
7th Dan (JAA) - JAA Senior Instructor
Instructors/Examiners Study Group Tomiki Aikido
Adrian Tyndale
6th Dan (JAA/BAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - International Silver Medallist
Gina De Weerdt
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai - former European Kata Champion
Koos de Graaff
5th Dan (JAA)
Mike Thraves
5th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai
Pierre Alain Zeiter
4th Dan (JAA) - JAA-Shihan Dai

For those who are “Facebook-less” we have an alternative way of communicating our
studies via:
STUDY GROUP TOMIKI AIKIDO - Wikispaces
https://study-group-tomiki-aikido.wikispaces.com/
For archived Study Group Tomiki Aikido reports please see:
http://www.aikidouk.co.uk/study-group-reports.htm

